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High-Resolution Infrared Spectroscopy of Solid Hydrogen:
The Tetrahexacontapole-Induced AJ=6 Transitions
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Weak new features in the absorption spectrum of solid hydrogen were observed by high-resolution in-
frared spectroscopy, and assigned as transitions with total change in angular momentum of AJ=6. The
tetrahexacontapole (64-pole)-induced rotational transition 8'0(0) was studied with a difference frequen-
cy laser spectrometer and found to be very narrow, with a linewidth of 0.003 cm HWHM in 99.8%
parahydrogen. Frequencies, linewidths, and integrated absorption strengths were measured for several
pure rotational and rotation-vibration transitions from 1800 to 7000 cm, and the tetrahexacontapole
moment was determined.

PACS numbers: 33.70.—w, 33.20.Ea, 78.30.Hv

High-resolution absorption spectroscopy has rarely
been a useful probe of molecular motion in the con-
densed phase, where rotational and vibrational transi-
tions tend to be substantially broadened by intermolecu-
lar interactions. An important exception is solid hydro-
gen, the simplest molecular solid and a fundamental ex-
ample of a quantum solid. The molecules are bound by
very weak, slightly anisotropic forces, and rotate and vi-

brate nearly freely within the crystal. ' In this paper we
report our studies of the previously unobserved h J=6
rotational and rovibrational transitions in solid hydrogen
by infrared-laser and Fourier-transform ir spectroscopy.
We have observed lines with widths approaching those
typically seen in gas-phase spectra, and our ability to
detect these weak absorptions stems in part from their
narrowness. Our results suggest that high-resolution
techniques developed for gas-phase ir spectroscopy can
be successfully applied to the study of solid hydrogen.

Although infrared transitions of H2 in the gas phase
are dipole forbidden, the solid possesses a rather strong
infrared absorption spectrum, first observed by Allin,
Hare, and MacDonald. van Kranendonk has developed
a beautiful theory which quantitatively describes the in-
frared and Raman spectra of solid hydrogen. ' The ab-
sorptions arise from intermolecular interactions: Dipole
moments are induced by both multipole and overlap in-
teractions between neighboring molecules. The multi-
pole-induced dipole moment is responsible for the sharp
zero-phonon absorption features, which lie close to corre-
sponding gas-phase rovibrational transitions. The
AJ =2 transitions arise from quadrupole-induced dipole
moments, and the rovibrational S~ o(0) line (the sub-
scripts refer to the vibrational transition, the number in
parentheses to the initial value of J) was readily seen in
the earliest infrared spectrum. The AJ=4 absorptions
Uo(0) and U~ p(0) are hexadecapole-induced transi-
tions, 2 orders of magnitude lower in intensity, and were
first observed two decades later. '

Many of the observed lines are sharp, and narrow
significantly in nearly pure J=O parahydrogen ( &98%
p-H2). The So(0) transition has ir and Raman spectral
widths of 0. 1 cm ', similar to the ir absorption width
of the Uo(0) line. ' From a time-resolved stimulated
Raman experiment, Schoemaker and co-workers" have
recently found that the dephasing time of the So(0) Ra-
man transition agrees well with the spectral width, show-
ing that the linewidth in p-H2 is nearly homogeneous.
Linewidths can thus reveal dynamics of the k =0 rota-
tional exciton (roton). Of the many spectroscopic stud-
ies beginning in 1955, perhaps the most elegant were the
microwave experiments of Hardy and co-workers. ' '
They observed very sharp transitions involving nearest-
neighbor pairs of orthohydrogen (J= 1, o-H2) impurities
in a crystal of 99.8% p-H2. The impurity spectra had
linewidths of 6 to 100 MHz. '

We have detected several weak rotational and rovibra-
tional transitions with total changes in angular momen-
tum of hJ=6, by Fourier-transform infrared spectrosco-
py (FTIRS). We have found that the 8'-branch transi-
tions, which arise from the dipole induced by the
tetrahexacontapole (64-pole) moments of neighboring
H2 s, have instrument-limited linewidths, prompting us
to examine the pure rotational transition Wo(0) at high
resolution by diff'erence frequency laser spectroscopy.

Solid hydrogen was grown in a copper cell 11.5 cm
long and 2 cm in diameter, attached to the bottom of the
liquid-helium vessel of an Infrared Laboratories HD-3
Dewar. The cell had sapphire windows sealed with indi-
um gaskets. The crystals were grown near 10 K by puls-
ing gas at 50 to 100 Torr into the cell, and after cooling
to 4.2 K the samples were optically transparent but prob-
ably polycrystalline. Samples were prepared from
Matheson ultrahigh purity hydrogen (99.999%). The
gas was passed through a column of Appachi catalyst
maintained at either 77 or 20 K to convert the normal
hydrogen to 50% or 99.8% p-H2, respectively.
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Infrared spectra with an apodized resolution of 0.04
cm ' were recorded using a Bomem DA2. 026 Fourier-
transform spectrometer with a globar source and InSb
detector. For high-resolution spectroscopy, we used a
difference frequency laser spectrometer' in which we
generated infrared radiation of 2-MHz spectral purity in

a LiNb03 crystal by nonlinear mixing of radiation from
a cw ring dye laser (Coherent 699-29) and a cw argon-
ion laser (Coherent Innova 90-5). The laser light was ei-
ther chopper modulated at 500 Hz, or tone-burst modu-
lated at 60 kHz. ' The former gave a sensitivity of
= 100:l. In the latter, we generated 30% radio-
frequency sidebands on the argon-ion laser line at 514
nm in a potassium-dihydrogen-phosphate crystal, prior
to infrared generation. The sidebands were square-wave
modulated at 60 kHz; the ir signal was detected with a
lock-in amplifier referenced to the 60-kHz modulation.
This phase modulation enhanced the signal-to-noise ratio
by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude relative to the chopper-
modulated sensitivity.

Table I lists the new lines that were observed using the
FTIR spectrometer, along with other previously observed
single transitions. The new transitions that have been
observed in this work are the d J=6 single transitions
Wo(0) and 8'~ p(0), and the rovibrational double tran-
sitions U~ p(0)+So(0) and Uo(0)+S~ o(0) (in dou-
ble transitions, two neighboring molecules are excited

simultaneously). The solid only weakly perturbs the
transition frequencies, and the lines are thus readily as-
signed from the predicted gas-phase values. The
U~ p(0) transition was remeasured, as previous work
used higher o-H2 concentrations. ' The linewidth is
similar to those of the Up(0) and S-branch lines. Table
I lists several other double transitions observed in 50%
p-H2.

The new transitions are approximately 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude weaker than the previously observed AJ =4
transitions. The integrated intensities, defined as

r

c I 1a= ln —dv,pl" Ip v

can be accurately calculated with the assumption of the
multipole-induced dipole moment mechanism from the
general expressions developed by Poll and van Kranen-
donk.

The hexatetracontapole (64-pole) moment of hydro-

gen has not been calculated. The integrated absorption
coeKcients for the 8' transitions can be used to find the
value of this moment from the equation
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2
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derived by Ma, Tipping, and Poll. '
Qo„ is the

TABLE I. Observed single and double transitions in solid hydrogen. All results are from this work with FTIR, unless noted.
Resolution is 0.04 cm for single transitions, 4 cm for double transitions.

Single transitions

s.(o)
U, (o)
w. (o)
Qi-o(1)
Si-o(0)
Ui p(0)
Wi p(0)

~obs

(cm ')

355.6 (1)
1167 lpa
2410.5384(20) '
4146.54
4485.97
5261.28

6441.8 1 (0.01)

a
~gas

(cm

354.37
1168.80
2414.896
4155.255
4497.840
5271.372
6454.38

r HWHM
(cm ')

0.1'
0.125
0.003
0.035
0.1

0.10g
0.04"

a
(cm' s ')

5.2 x 10
5. 1 x 10
3.3 x 10

3.3»0-15
6.6 x lp
l. 1 x lp

J=l
(%)

2
0.2
0.2
0.2
2
0.2
0.2

Double transitions

U.(1)+Sp(1)
U.(1)+s.(o)
U p(0) +Sp(0)
Up(0) +S & p(0)
U] p(0)+Sp(1)

~obs

(cm ')

1975
2206
5615'
5654'
5848

J=l
(%)

50
50
0.2
0.2
50

Double transitions

Up(0) +S & —o(1)
U p(1) +So(0)
U, (1)+S, o(O)
U|-o(1)+So(1)
Up(1)+Si —p(1)

boobs

(cm ')

5873
6039
6107
6274
6325

J=l
(%)

50
50
50
50
50

Reference 4.
Reference 7.

'Extrapolated from instrument-limited value of 0.2 cm ' at 2% J= l.
dReference 6.
'This work, diAerence frequency laser.
Reference 10.

gIn good agreement with Ref. 10 which obtains I =0.15 crn at 2% J= l.
"Deconvoluted instrument-limited linewidth.
'a =2 6x10 ' cm s
~a =1.6x10 ' cm s
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hexatetracontapole-moment matrix element (v =0 and 1

for rotational and rovibrational transitions, respectively),
app is the polarizability, a is the lattice spacing, 3.793 A,
a; is the distance to molecule i, gs7 is a renormalization
constant (assumed to be unity here), and 0;~ is the angle
between the vectors a; and a~. A formula yielding simi-
lar results has been derived by Balasubramanian,
D'Souza, D'Cunha, and Rao. ' We find Qpp =0.26eap
and Qp~ =0.15eap. These estimates assume that the
multipole-induction mechanism, although weak, is still
dominant. Ma, Tipping, and Poll have shown that the
most likely alternative, mixing of different J levels, does
not contribute significantly to the transition strength. '

Such a high-order moment should be rigorous test of any
ab initio wave function of H2.

The double transitions Up(0) +S ~ p(0) and
U~ p(0)+S(0) involve lower-order multipole moments.
The expression for the intensity a in units of cm s ' is

40 2 2, (Q(4))2

276a '

r ~ 12

where Qpt, , and yp, , are the hexadecapole and anisotrop-
ic polarizability matrix elements, respectively, and the
sum is over all neighbors. Using the ab initio values for
the multipole moments, ' we obtain e =1.8 X 10 ' cm
s ' and cr = 1.3 x 10 ' cm s ', respectively, in good
agreement with the observed results. There are no selec-
tion rules for k in double transitions, and the observed
lines are thus very broad.

The linewidths of the W transitions were found to be
instrument limited using the FTIR spectrometer. The
Wp(0) transition fell within the frequency coverage of
the difference frequency laser, and we therefore exam-
ined this line at very high resolution by both chopper and
tone-burst modulations. Figure 1 shows the tone-burst
spectrum. The linewidth is 0.003 cm ' HWHM, sub-
stantially narrower than the Up(0) or Sp(0) widths listed
in Table I. Shoulders are evident in the tone-burst spec-
trum, which is essentially a second-derivative spectrum.
The tone-burst spectrum did not change when the side-
band frequency was altered from 90 MHz to either 40 or
20 MHz, indicating no further resolvable structure in
this line.

The most surprising aspect of these results is the nar-
rowness of the single transitions. There are several plau-
sible explanations for the observed width of the Wp(0)
transition.

Sierens et al. '' find that the linewidths of the Sp(0)
transition are homogeneously broadened at low ortho
concentrations. They attribute this to dephasing of the
k = 0 rotons ' by the thermal fluctuations of the
quadrupole-quadrupole (eQQ) interactions. Dephasing
of the J=6 rotons excited in the W transition would
occur as a result of the tetrahexacontapole-tetrahexa-
contapole interactions, and would be substantially
slower. By generalizing van Kranendonk's expression for

1500MHz,

FIG. 1. Difference frequency laser spectrum of the 8'p(0)
transition in p-H2 solid by tone-burst modulation at 90 MHz.
The peak is at 2410.5384 cm ', with a width 0.003 cm
HWHM. The path length is 11.5 cm, T=4 K, and the o-H2
concentration is 0.2%.

the k =0 exciton splitting, we find that the degenerate
MJ levels of the J=6 exciton band will be split ( 10
cm ', a splitting closely related to the dephasing rate.
From these considerations, we infer that homogeneous
broadening is too narrow to account for the presently ob-
served widths.

The presence of o-H2 impurities (0.2%) will lead to in-
homogeneous broadening. The J=1 H2 have nonvanish-
ing permanent quadrupole moments (unlike the J=O
molecules which have spherically symmetric wave func-
tions), and there will be a random spatial distribution of
neighboring J=1 molecules which will split and shift the
MJ levels of the J=6 state through electrostatic interac-
tions. Alternatively, this can be thought of as impurity
scattering of the J=6 rotons. ' The observed linewidth
is similar to that of the Q& p(1) impurity transition,
for which the excitations are localized and the line is
broadened by eQQ interactions. Statt and Hardy'
found that quadrupole-quadrupole interactions with
neighboring o-H2 impurities accounted for the widths
observed in their microwave absorption spectra of o-Hq
pairs as well. By growing crystals with lower ortho im-
purities, we hope to investigate this mechanism.

Given the difhculties in growing a single crystal, strain
broadening can also occur. The strength of this effect is
di%cult to predict. ' We do find, however, that the ob-
served line is reproducible in different crystals. Our ex-
periment on the Q~ p(1) impurity transition sets the
upper limit of the strain broadening to be =20 MHz.
Further experiments are planned, using more controlled
crystal-growth techniques. By reducing the inhomogene-
ous contributions, we hope to approach the natural width
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of the Wline.
In summary, we have observed several new rotational

and rovibr ation al transitions in solid hydrogen. The
surprising narrowness of the Wo(0) transition means
that we can exploit the spectral brightness of high-
resolution lasers to gain sensitivity, opening several
promising new directions in the study of solid hydrogen.
These include detection of weaker transitions such as the
Y (AJ=8) line, and study of impurities such as o-H2.
We also plan to explore the possibility of spectroscopy of
other neutral and ionic impurities embedded in solid p-
H2.
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